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ABSTRACT
THE NOTION OF HOME AND THE DIASPORIC SUBJECT: MEMORY AND
FORGETTING IN ALLAN DESOUZA’S THE LOST PICTURES SERIES
(Under the direction of Carol Magee)
What is home for the post-colonial diasporic subject?  How do one’s memories of home
shape one’s identity?   In this paper, I examine three photographs from The Lost Pictures
series to demonstrate how both memory and forgetting shape the diasporic subject’s
sense of home.  Bringing together Roland Barthes’s notion of home and Julia Kristeva’s
concept of the abject I suggest that the photographs represent a notion of home concerned
with issues of identity and gender rather than a precise geographical location.  Begun
shortly after his mother’s death and an emotional return home to Kenya, the series is a re-
presentation of family photographs, which, I will argue, illustrate a blurry amalgamation,
mimicking the processes of memory itself wherein traces of the past mingle with
fragments of the present.  I will likewise indicate how the photographs demonstrate a
sense of loss and a longing for the ultimate home: la maison natale.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
 Now Freud says of the maternal body that “there is no other place of which one
can say with so much certainty that one has already been there.” 1
 Je dis ma mère. Et c’est à vous que je pense, ô Maison! Maison des beaux étès
obscurs de mon enfance.2
 A tree-lined stretch of beach; on the shore two faint figures look out toward the
ocean and in the direction of four ghostly bodies lapping in the water.  The dark, shadowy
outlines of their forms create wavy gestures that mimic the constant movement of the
current.  It is an eerie scene, hazy and indistinct, and giving no clear indication of time or
place.  The scene described above is Beach, a photograph from Allan deSouza’s 2004
series The Lost Pictures.
 DeSouza’s hauntingly beautiful photographic series explores the artist’s personal
history, the notion of loss and the entwined metaphysical nature of memory
(remembering) and forgetting.3   Begun shortly after his mother’s death and an emotional
return home to Kenya, the place of his birth, the series is a re-presentation of family
photographs taken by the artist’s father in the middle nineteen sixties.  Hazy and with the
                                                 
1 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981), 40.
2 Quote by Milosz, cited by Gaston Bachelard in The Poetics of Space (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), 45.
3 My ideas as regards the relationship between memory and forgetting have been influenced in part by
Chris Marker’s film Sans Soleil (1983) and in particular the following lines spoken by the narrator:  He
writes me from Japan. He writes me from Africa…. He wrote me: I will have spent my life trying to
understand the function of remembering, which is not the opposite of forgetting, but rather its lining.
2original details largely obscured, these re-worked images4 reflect the “process” of their
creation.  DeSouza printed the original slides and then strategically affixed them to
various surfaces in his home in Los Angeles, including the walls of the bathroom shower,
the counter next to the bathroom sink and atop the kitchen counter.  With the passing of
time the photographic images absorbed the “traces” of the artist’s daily routine and the
original images slowly receded beneath the detritus of everyday life and that of the
artist’s own body, including bodily hair and abject fragments such as blood and other
bodily fluids.  In Beach, for instance, the “traces” include strands of black hair that cover
nearly the entire surface of the photograph.  The hairs, in various shapes including semi-
circles and spirals, create a sort of veil over the original image; however, as I will make
clear in this essay, the veil does not separate the past from the present but rather functions
as a sort of channeling device that allows past and the present to coexist within deSouza’s
photographs.
This essay will examine three photographs from The Lost Pictures including
Beach, Lechko and Glade, to demonstrate how they simultaneously illustrate loss and
longing, and how they likewise signal the processes of both remembering and forgetting.
Furthermore, I shall indicate how the detritus collected on the surface of the photographs
does not necessarily signal an explicit erasure of the past but rather suggests a blurry
amalgamation of past and present, life and death.  Moreover, I aim to show how
deSouza’s photographs illustrate a sense of movement that imitates the process of
memory itself wherein fragments of the past, in this case elements of the original image,
mingle with traces of the present, or detritus that covers the surface.  And I will discuss
                                                 
4 A clarification of terms is in order here: The Lost Pictures series is a collection of Cibachrome print
photographs produced from original family slides taken by the artist’s father.
3how the photographs signal a longing for home: a home not necessarily concerned with a
geographical “place” but rather with the ultimate home, la maison natale, to borrow a
familiar topos.5  In addition, I will indicate how this longing is intimately connected to
the notion of the unheimlich, or uncanny, which connotes an ambiguous and double
meaning.  Finally, I will conclude with a discussion of Blossom, a curious photograph
from The Lost Pictures that departs from the others in the series in that it is not created
from an original family photograph but rather is a contemporary depiction of the artist.  I
will present a comparison between Blossom, which is absent of the detritus and other
abject fragments of the artist’s body that covers the surface of the other photographs in
the series, and Glade, one of the three photographs in the series that is the focus of this
essay, to demonstrate Blossom’s link to Julia Kristeva’s notion of the Abject and the
subsequent relationship between the Abject, la maison natale and the unheimlich.  I will
likewise explain how this image, which figures prominently in the companion catalogue
for this series, may be interpreted as a sort of epiphany in deSouza’s search for la maison
natale and his own identity.
Above, I stated that deSouza’s photographs illustrate a blurry amalgamation of the
past and the present and I want to begin by clarifying what I mean by the  “past” in the
context of deSouza’s photographs.  Following this discussion I shall consider the
relevance of deSouza as a “diasporic subject,” a key term in the title of this essay and also
a label that he is often associated with given his biography and the subject matter of his
work.  Regarding the former, David Lowenthal has brilliantly articulated the ways in
which societies understand the past in The Past is a Foreign Country.  In the opening
                                                 
5 On the topos of la maison natale, see especially Gaston Bachelard, La Terre et les Reveries du Repos
(Paris: Librairie José Corti, 1948) and Anthony Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny (Cambridge MA: MIT
Press, 1992).
4pages of the book he uses the metaphor of the house to introduce the phenomenon of
nostalgia and how it shapes the ways in which we remember the past.  Observing that: we
are at home in the past because the past is our home – the past is where we come from,6
the author emphasizes how unlike the future the past is comfortable, tangible and safe
like a welcoming old home.  And it is precisely this fascinating link between the past and
the notion of home that has largely influenced my own analysis of deSouza’s
photographs.  In the chapter, “How We Know The Past,” Lowenthal considers the
epistemological understanding of the past and observes that the past is gone and is
therefore beyond our reach: it does not exist.  The only way to know the past, Lowenthal
insists, is through present evidence.7   Yet, I would stress that although the past no longer
exists, one is nonetheless connected to it through objects that exists in the present such as
a painting or monument for instance.  My point is that although one can no longer know
the past through personal experience, physical objects that exist in the present
nonetheless provide evidence of the past, and, more than this, offer a link to the past;
therefore in a sense the past does continue to exist.  I would also add that in addition to
physical objects the experience of remembering is a significant way to “know” the past as
when one remembers one is immediately connected with the past re-experiencing it
within one’s mind, in other words psychically.  Returning to Lowenthal, he further
observes that if the past did indeed continue to exist it would be a sort of limbo space
wherein events continue to go on and where past and present intermingle.8  In the realm
                                                 
6 David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 4.
7 Lowenthal,187.
8 Lowenthal,188.
5of the ‘real’ such a scenario would be problematic; however, it is precisely this sort of
intermingling between the past and present that I propose is taking place within the
photographs from The Lost Pictures series.  In other words, contrary to the
epistemological understanding of the past, deSouza’s photographs demonstrate how the
past is not necessarily beyond our reach but rather within these photographs the past
continues to exist and coexists with the present, ephemerally and psychically.  Thus, the
past and present are intertwined in a similar way that remembering is intertwined with
forgetting.  In the context of this discussion, then, the past should be understood as a
distinct part of the present rather than as something that no longer exists.
In the context of this essay, the past is intimately linked to another term, that of
diaspora and by extension the diasporic subject, as both experiences linger psychically
and significantly shape an individual’s identity and memory.  I identify deSouza as a
diasporic subject in the title of this essay and I want to explain why I have chosen to
describe deSouza as such and I also want to indicate how my understanding of diaspora
departs from its conventional definition and application.  In many ways, deSouza may be
described as the quintessential diasporic subject/artist.  Born to South Asian parents in
Nairobi, Kenya, the family moved to London when deSouza was seven years old.  After
earning a Bachelor’s degree at Bath Academy of Art in England the artist moved to New
York then California, where he received a Master’s degree in Photography at the
University of California at Los Angeles.  Currently, deSouza is a faculty member at the
San Francisco Art Institute and his fiction and critical writings have appeared in
numerous journals and anthologies.
6One such fictional narrative,  “Re-Placing Angels: Extracts and Extractions”
(1994), uncannily mirrors several autobiographical details of the artist’s own life.  The
tale chronicles the life of a South Asian man named Thomas who immigrates with his
family to England.  The story opens with Thomas’ emotional account of the family’s
journey from his homeland, coincidentally unidentified by the narrator, through various
world airports to the strange and dirty environs of London.  The remainder of the story
concerns the young man’s struggle to come to terms with his identity as both diasporic
subject and homosexual male.  Needless to say, the themes of memory, home, identity
and loss figure prominently in the story.9   For instance, describing Thomas’ childhood
years the narrator writes: He doesn’t know which of his memories are his own
remembrances, which are tales whispered to him secretly as he lay in his bed, or which
are ghostly afterimages of effigies petrified between the leaves of photo albums.10   And
later he writes: The physical leaving of “home” was an event so large, so traumatic
within the imagination that it has passed into mythology…….And yet, the wilderness, the
place of exile, was also the place of Desire. 11   The account ends with Thomas reflecting
upon his identity and how he sees himself.12  As this is a work of critical fiction, the
narrative is frequently interrupted by the author’s own voice, which compliments yet
complicates the story compelling the reader to consider the larger issues presented such
                                                 
9 Allan DeSouza, “Re-Placing Angels: Extracts and Extractions,” in Miwon Kwon, (ed.) Tracing Cultures:
Art History, Criticism, Critical Fiction (New York: The Museum: Distributed by D.A.P., 1994), 29-53.
10 DeSouza, “Re-Placing Angels,” 30.
11 DeSouza, “Re-Placing Angels,” 31.
12 The final paragraph reads as follows: Within his vision, or more accurately his desire, as his vision is
symptomatic of a broader desire for whiteness, Thomas is in conflict.  His vision, his desire is flawed.  It
has not been fully reconstructed.  The disparity between Thomas’ image of himself and the spaces he
occupies in the world is a condition approaching crisis.  DeSouza, “Re-Placing Angels,” 48.
7as displacement, migration, diaspora and sexual identity.  At the end of the story deSouza
offers additional comments and reflections on the major themes of the narrative.  For
example, he discusses the usefulness of fiction as a means of criticism in order to
decenter the subjected author and facilitate alternative approaches and viewpoints.  He
asserts: Fiction…. is….a necessary tool for informants who wish to rebalance the scales,
from information dissipation to information exchange.13    And he describes such
informants as occupying a middle space somewhere between native and traveler,
emphasizing that fiction offers possibilities for multiple views.
DeSouza concludes his ruminations by citing Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s
Children (1981) to make a final point as regards the experience of the diasporic subject.
As he notes, in Rushdie’s novel, Aadam Aziz returns to Kashmir after five years and:
sees his homeland through “travelled eyes… …borne across the world.”14    DeSouza
recognizes Aziz’s return as representing a transformation of sorts.  After his return, Aziz
can no longer be defined in terms of a single identity; rather, his experiences have
permanently altered his identity and he has thus returned as an individual possessing
identities.  Put another way, the individual who left Kashmir five years earlier has been
transformed or re-born and thus cannot be identified by a single  “label.”   And it is for
this reason that deSouza disagrees with another line in Rushdie’s novel when the author
asserts: To see things plainly, you have to cross a frontier.  To be clear, Rushdie’s line
suggests that in order to see things from a clearer perspective, to thoroughly know oneself
that is, one must cross a frontier.  However, for deSouza there is nothing plain or
                                                 
13 DeSouza, “Re-Placing Angels,” 50.
14 DeSouza, “Re-Placing Angels,” 50.
8transparent about crossing a frontier.  On the contrary he believes that: Crossing a
frontier… makes vision more complex, as one retains the memory of vision from the other
side.15   According to deSouza, then, crossing a frontier (as one does in diaspora) results
in diversity and heterogeneity rather than the clearer perspective that Rushdie suggests.
DeSouza considers the issue of diaspora once again in his Foreword “Name Calling,” to
the catalogue Looking Both Ways: Art of the Contemporary African Diaspora (2003), an
exhibition that highlighted artists from the African diaspora.  And while I shall say a few
words about deSouza’s Foreword in a moment, it is first necessary to present a brief
overview of how the term diaspora has been defined and applied in scholarly writing.
To assert that much has been written on the notion of diaspora would certainly be
an understatement.16   The term, which was first introduced in academic writing to
describe the dispersal of Jewish populations, became increasingly prevalent in academic
scholarship during the 1990s and its use was expanded to describe additional populations
including Africans and South Asians for example.  Today, the term has long since
breached the boundaries of academic scholarship and is regularly used by the mass media
to describe myriad populations and groups.  In a recent essay, Rogers Brubaker outlines
the history of the terms’ usage and also acknowledges its proliferation noting that: If
everyone is diasporic, then no one is distinctively so.17   And while I agree with the
                                                 
15 DeSouza, “Re-Placing Angels,” 50.
16 See for instance the journal Diaspora, begun in 1991.  In addition, the following essays today remain
some of the most influential writings on the subject including:  Paul Gilroy, “Diaspora and the Detours of
Identity,” in Kathryn Woodward (ed.), Identity and Difference (London: Sage Publications, 1997), 299-
343; James Clifford, “Diasporas,” Cultural Anthropology no. 3 (1994): 302-338; Stuart Hall, “Cultural
Identity and Diaspora,” in Patrick Williams and Laura Crisman, Colonial Discourse and Post - Colonial
Theory: A Reader (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 392-402.
17 Rogers Brubaker, “The ‘Diaspora’ Diaspora,” Ethnic and Racial Studies no. 28 (2005): 3.
9author’s assertion to a certain extent, I believe that the term’s usefulness has not yet been
completely exhausted and I shall return to this point in a moment.
Brubaker defines three core elements that constitute diaspora including dispersion
in space, orientation to a homeland and boundary-maintenance.18   It is Brubaker’s second
category that particularly concerns me here.  Briefly, Brubaker defines Homeland
Orientation as: ……the orientation to a real or imagined ‘homeland’ as an authoritative
source of value, identity, and loyalty.19   And he further indicates that earlier conceptions
of this criterion, specifically that put forth by Safran, emphasized the homeland as:  the
true, ideal home. …and the place to which one would (or should) eventually return. 20
My own articulation of the term diaspora, however, represents a ‘twist” on the standard
definition.  In my view, deSouza is diasporic principally in the sense that he longs for the
ultimate home: la maison natale rather than a geographical homeland.  To be clear, then,
it is not my intention to "label" the artist as diasporic and thus Other but rather my aim is
to present an alternative way of thinking about diaspora and the related issue of home,
and specifically one that emphasizes the psychical rather than the physical.  Having said
this; however, I want to stress that my conception of diaspora does not dismiss or
discount the efficacy or value of the term’s standard definition as it was theorized in the
1990s.  Quite the opposite, seminal works, particularly Stuart Hall’s essay  “Cultural
Identity and Diaspora,” have largely influenced my own ideas as regards diaspora.  For
me, one of Hall’s most profound assertions in that essay is that:  the diaspora experience
……is defined, not by essence or purity, but by the recognition of a necessary
                                                 
18 Brubaker, 5-6.
19 Brubaker, 5.
20 Brubaker, 5.
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heterogeneity and diversity; by a conception of ‘identity’ which lives with and through,
not despite, difference.21   And it is expressly the notion of diversity that has in part
shaped my own thinking about the potential and possibility of the term’s usefulness.  And
Hall further describes the conception of identity as a matter of becoming,22 an assertion
that I have applied to deSouza’s project as I argue later in chapter five that the
photograph Blossom reveals deSouza becoming or realizing the diversity and
heterogeneity of his Self.  Having defined diaspora and explained my use of the term I
now return to deSouza’s foreword in Looking Both Ways.
In  “Name Calling,” deSouza analyzes the term diaspora noting both its
hackneyed status on the one hand and its value on the other.  Following ideas put forth by
Hall, he asserts that the value of the term lies in:  its ambivalence or….more accurately
its multivalency: a refusal to be fixed within the boundaries of only one site.23    He
continues:
The logic of diaspora ….is that the diasporic subject makes explicit the
identification as both Self and Other, Here and There, refusing to situate those
identifications fully in any one location.  …….The Self is in constant formation
through discursive intersections of and with location; and both Self and “location”
are constructed as much through fantasy and desire as through physicality.24
                                                 
21 Stuart Hall, “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” in Patrick Williams and Laura Crisman (eds), Colonial
Discourse and Post - Colonial Theory: A Reader (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 402.
22 The issue of becoming is related to Hall’s second view of cultural identity that emphasizes difference
within the group.  Hall indicates that; cultural identity, in this second sense, is a matter of ‘becoming’ as
well as of being.  It belongs to the future as much as to the past…identities are the names we give to the
different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves within, the narratives of the past.  For the
complete explanation see “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” 394.
23 Allan deSouza, “Name Calling,” in Laurie Ann Farrell et. al. Looking Both Ways: Art of the
Contemporary African Diaspora (New York: Museum for African Art, 2003), 20.
24 Allan deSouza, “Name Calling,” 20.
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DeSouza’s assertion should not however lead to the assumption that the physicality, that
is the corporeal, is insignificant in his conception of diaspora.  On the contrary, as will
become evident below, the corporeal is central to deSouza’s oeuvre as it is through the
body that the Self experiences various “locations,” and it is on the body that traces of
such experiences are recorded.  Moreover, as I will explain in a moment, it is through the
body that the photographs from The Lost Pictures series are animated and thus speak to
the viewer.  I want to pause here for a moment to consider the significance of DeSouza’s
“positions” in Looking Both Ways as both a diasporic artist and contributing essayist.
The exhibition Looking Both Ways opened in November of 2003 at the Museum
for African Art in New York.  In the Introduction to the catalogue, Laurie Ann Farrell,
who curated the show, describes the show as a showcase for artists from North, South,
East and West Africa who live and work in Western countries.  She likewise indicates
that the show’s title refers to how the artists in the exhibition look at the psychic terrain
between Africa and the West: a terrain of shifting physical contexts, emotional
geographies, and aesthetic ambitions and expressions.25   Moreover, she acknowledges
that several artists who were approached to participate in the show refused on the grounds
that they did not want to be categorized as “African.”   So why did deSouza accept the
invitation to participate in this show as a diasporic artist and essayist?  The answer to this
question is contained within the foreword as deSouza makes it clear that he does not
position himself as a “native informant.”  In addition, he asserts that he does not dismiss
the term as insignificant or subversive; rather, he suggests the possibility of the term
noting its value as a useful category in discourse involving the notion of diaspora and its
                                                 
25 Laurie Ann Farrell, Valentijn Byvanck, and Museum for African Art. Looking Both Ways: Art of the
Contemporary African Diaspora. (New York: Museum for African Art, 2003), 12.
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consequences.  DeSouza’s participation in Looking Both Ways then should not be viewed
in terms of an artist “selling out” to the Western art market bent on categorizing him as
Other but rather should be understood as representing one portion of the artist’s larger
body of work, and one that highlights the artist’s cultural heritage.  And it must be noted
that deSouza’s association with Looking Both Ways has not necessarily led to his
categorization as an “African” artist, on the contrary, he occupies various heterogeneous
“positions” that as he has said offer myriad creative possibilities and result in a situation
whereby his Self is in constant construction.  Having underscored the significance of the
terms past and diaspora to this essay I now turn to the photographs from The Lost
Pictures.
CHAPTER 2
HOW THE LOST PICTURES SERIES CAME TO BE
I began seeing doubly through my own eyes, from the past and simultaneously
from the present, and more than that, seeing through the rectangularized view of
the camera and the imagined vision of my mother…A feeling of undoing of
dislocation in time, in place as well as in memory and imagination.26
In 2003, deSouza traveled to Kenya to work on material for Looking Both Ways,
which opened at The Museum of African Art in New York later that year.  Shortly after
arriving in Kenya, he learned of his mother’s declining health and the trip became an
emotional journey consumed by feelings of loss and a longing to recapture the past and
memories of home.  In Kenya, the artist obsessively photographed the environs of his
former neighborhood with his mother in mind.  As deSouza would later explain he began
to see things through his mother’s eyes.27   After leaving Kenya and anxious to share his
photographs with his mother deSouza traveled to Portugal to visit her in the hospital yet
by the time he arrived his mother had lost nearly all of her eyesight.
At the hospital, as deSouza described the various places depicted in the
photographs to his mother she claimed to remember many of them and told him stories
related to several of the places he described.  At his mother’s bedside, watching her
                                                 
26 Allan deSouza discussing The Lost Pictures series in “ Recovering Vision,” in Deepak Talwar, Allan
deSouza: The Lost Pictures, (New York: Talwar Gallery, 2004), 20.
27 It is important to note that in this essay he also explains how he saw for his mother in addition to seeing
through her eyes. For the full explanation, see Allan deSouza, “ Recovering Vision,” 14.
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slowly slip away from him, deSouza had wished that his mother’s reawakened memories
could transport her back to a time before her illness, back to the time of her youth, back
to Kenya.  Sadly, the artist would later discover through other family members that the
memories his mother had shared with him were not accurate accounts of the past but
rather fictions supplied by her fading memory.  DeSouza also realized that with the
passing of his mother the details of his past would remain forever inaccessible:  lost to the
river of oblivion and the passing of time.  More importantly however he recognized that
the photographs he had taken in Kenya did not and could not represent his past or his
family history nor could they validate his sense of place or “home.”28
While in Kenya, he had longed to re-visit his childhood home in Nairobi yet was
discouraged from doing so because the neighborhood had grown too dangerous.  Thus,
while deSouza had returned home to Kenya, the home he once knew was gone forever.
Putting aside the new photographs he had taken there, deSouza turned instead to the
family “album” and the photographs his father had taken years earlier, a time when his
mother was young and healthy and a time when he, himself, had a better sense of home.
Yet, The Lost Pictures series does not attempt to re-create a physical home but rather
locates home as a persistent longing.  For deSouza home is a mutable condition and one
in constant  “re-construction,” and, home indicates both the familiar and the unfamiliar.
The Images: Beach, Lechko and Glade
The Lost Pictures series is a collection of Digital Cibachrome prints measuring
40”x 60” and as mentioned above made from family photographs taken by the artist’s
father in Kenya in 1962 and 1963.  This essay is concerned with three photographs from
                                                 
28 Internet interview with Humberto Ramirez, www.humbertoramirez.net/html/home.html.
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the series that depict ordinary family moments: a visit to the beach titled Beach, Glade, a
quick snap in the garden whilst the flowers are in bloom and Lechko, which features the
artist and his siblings posing for the camera on a sunny afternoon.  Like the other
photographs in the series these three depict merely hints of the  “original” images.
Lechko (fig.1) derives from an image that once featured the artist and his siblings
seated on what appears to be the steps of a large building.  Behind them, what is left of a
blue sky dotted with billowing white clouds provides a dramatic backdrop for the large
buildings in the background that resemble haunted old houses with their black, vacant
windows and pallid facades.   Remnants of color from the original photograph peek
through the debris that coats the surface of the image.  For instance, a bright yellow line
cuts through the bottom half of the foreground.  And the vibrant red of the girls’ dresses
and rich cobalt blue of the boy’s shirt resist what appears to be spots of liquid that dot the
surface of the photograph.
Among the most arresting elements of the “new” image, however, is the series of
ghostly, brown vertical bars that cut across the photograph’s horizontal format separating
the figures from each other and creating a sense of isolation between the figures.
Furthermore, markings that seem to be created by liquid emphasize the textural quality of
the new image rendering certain areas of the photograph almost transparent (fig. 2).  As
with all of the photographs in this series the “new” image is such that what is observable
in the photograph shifts and changes with each viewing giving the appearance of
movement within the image itself.  For instance, as the viewer focuses on the individual
blurry fragments of people and objects they seem to fade, disappear then reappear: Are
they still there?   It is only when the viewer observes the photograph up close, focusing
16
on a particular portion of the image that fragments such as the shape of an arm, the
fragment of a knee or the glimpse of a smiling face momentarily come into view.  As the
viewer moves away from the photograph however the fragments mysteriously dissolve
into the detritus on the surface of the image.
The original photograph of Beach (fig.3) once depicted the artist and his siblings
playing in the ocean while the artist’s uncle and mother look on from the shore. Taken
from the water, the photograph privileges the lush, natural landscape of the sand and trees
over the vast expanse of the ocean.  Moreover, the horizontal format emphasizes the tall
trees in the background that dwarf the tiny figures on the shore.  However, unlike the
human forms in Lechko that retain distinct body parts such as ears and mouths, the bodies
in Beach are merely dark, abstracted shapes.  And whereas the faded image in Lechko
preserves some original color in Beach the palette is muted and reflects the warm colors
of nature including faded greens and various shades of beige.  Strands of black hairs in a
variety of shapes and sizes cover nearly the entire surface of the photograph and some
form spirals that circle around the figures in the water mimicking the circular shapes of
their heads (fig.4).   Furthermore, the spirals of hair provide a sense of movement within
the photograph guiding the viewer over the varied landscapes of the composition.
In Glade, (fig.5) what remains of the original image depicts a young deSouza
posed in a garden.  The vertical format underscores the two dominant elements of the
original photograph: the lush, blooming shrubbery in the background and the stiff upright
figure in the foreground.  Lovely pink flowers that fill almost the entire surface of the
photograph envelop the young man and outline the silhouette of his body.  The figure is
clothed in dark colored slacks and wears a checked print shirt that is unbuttoned at the
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neck, a detail that suggests a warm day.  With hands crossed at his waist the boy looks
directly at the camera with a pensive expression that adds a certain tension to the image.
Though detritus is clearly present in this image, it does not completely overwhelm the
details of the original photograph as in the case of Lechko and Beach.  Rather the
presence of this debris is subtle as evidenced in the long hair extending from the figures’
head down to his right elbow that seems to caress and outline the body rather than
eliminate its contours.
Like Beach, the color palette of Glade echoes the colors of nature; however, here
the colors are vibrant rather than muted as evidenced in the dark green of the trees and
bright pink of the flowers.  Here, the vibrant colors, particularly the pink of the flowers,
are emphasized by the splatters of bright red liquid that dot the surface of the photograph
and intensify the brilliant pink of the flowers.  And it is important to note that while
deSouza has digitally enhanced most of the photographs from The Lost Pictures series as
part of the creative process, this technique is particularly apparent in Glade.  For instance,
the leaves of the trees and flowers have been digitally highlighted with thick, white lines
creating a sense of movement wherein the boundaries between the human form and that
of nature is ambiguous and in flux (fig.6).  Each photograph is thus characterized by three
specific elements: a sense of movement, a blurring of past and present, and a
performative element, features I shall discuss in further detail below.
“Process” and Performance
As previously mentioned, the photographs from The Lost Pictures series are the
result of a “process” wherein deSouza printed original family slides and then deliberately
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affixed them to high traffic surfaces throughout his home including the wall of the
bathroom shower (fig. 7) and the kitchen counter ( fig. 8).  Over time the original images
slowly transformed into “new” ones shaped by the debris of everyday life including food
and dust particles and that of the artist’s own body such as bodily fluids and hair fibers.29
DeSouza’s process of creation is distinctive in that the past or details of the original slides
are not sacrificed for the present or “new” images but rather fragments of the original
slides mingle with the detritus collected on the surface to form the new images.
Furthermore, the combination of old and new details curiously mimics the processes of
both remembering and forgetting whereby over time particular memories linger while
others become blurry or “forgotten.”  In this sense, then, deSouza’s photographs may be
interpreted as images in constant construction shifting and changing over time, as do
one’s memories.
A significant portion of the artist’s  “process” consists of a performative element30
in which the new images are created in part by deSouza’s body gestures.  For instance,
images placed on the wall of the bathroom shower (fig. 7) record the intimate movements
of the body in the act of taking a shower.  The photographs therefore retain the physical
traces of this intimate performance as evidenced in the dried blotches of soap and water
that dot the surface of the photograph.  In turn, these traces mingle with the original
fragments to create a new image shaped by time, memory (remembering) and forgetting.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ROLE OF MEMORY IN THE LOST PICTURES
As stated above DeSouza’s photographs suggest a sense of movement and this
animate quality contradicts the conventional consensus as regards the photographic
medium.  For example, in “Photography and Fetish” Christian Metz notes that the silent
and immobile nature of death is echoed in the photograph, and that unlike film, which
gives back life, the photograph remains forever still and silent.31   I propose that there is
something quite different at work in Lechko, Beach and Glade.  The detritus on the
surface of the images together with the traces of the original slides create a situation
whereby one experiences deSouza’s photographs, as one would experience a film for
instance.  In other words, the original ghostly fragments combine with the detritus of the
lived body and animate the photographs creating a sense of movement within them and
empowering them with a  “voice” that articulates both the past and the present.  The
photographs are not simply old re-worked family photographs, then, but rather they
become through the eyes of both the creator and the viewer simultaneously suggesting
life and death, remembering and forgetting.   Curiously, this experience may likewise be
compared to that of a dream as in a dream the mind is unconscious yet animated by visual
stimulation.  Objects and people appear and disappear without explanation or reason, and
where some parts are familiar others are strange.  In addition, it is also important to recall
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that the experience of waking from a dream results in a strange feeling of both clarity
(memory/remembering) and haziness (forgetting).   To further illustrate what I mean by
The Lost Pictures as an experience I turn to Victor Burgin’s notion of the “sequence-
image.”
Burgin explicates the ways in which the viewer “experiences” film in The
Remembered Film (2004).  He compares the film experience of the past, which was
localized in space, time and narrative with that of the contemporary experience, wherein
the viewer experiences film through an amalgamation of fragments drawn from one’s
everyday encounter with exterior influences such as the internet and advertising, and
interior influences such as fragments of memory and fantasy.  In short, the “sequence
–image” of a film consists of a combination of exterior perceptions and interior
recollections that emerge in non-narrative form.32
When applied to Lechko and Beach the notion of the sequence- image serves to
illustrate how the photographs function similarly to movement and film and also
underscores the central role of memory within this experience.  The physical elements of
the photographs such as hair and dust may be interpreted as external influences while the
individual viewers’ own memory fragments constitute the interior influences.   For
example, in Lechko what I make of the image before me is bound up with my own life
experiences and past.  The fragmented bodies of the little girls’ red dresses remind me of
the school uniform I wore as a child in a Catholic girls’ school and I recall many
disturbing memories of that place.  I especially remember the snow white vestments of
my elderly teacher who nearly every morning chastised me for some trivial indiscretion
                                                 
32 For the full explanation of the sequence-image see Victor Burgin, “The Noise of the Marketplace,” in
The Remembered Film, (London: Reaktion, 2004), especially p. 21.
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such as chatting with my neighbor during morning mass or wearing the wrong color
socks with my uniform.   And the ghostly buildings behind the figures recall the memory
of a Canaletto painting I saw once in a grand museum complete with its whitewashed old
buildings and illuminated by the azure Venetian sky.  Furthermore, the blotches and
splatters of liquid bring to mind a traumatic incident that occurred several years ago when
I attempted to watch old home movies on my parents’ movie projector.  As the film
advanced and the images appeared on the screen they were immediately erased by large
black splotches that covered the entire surface of the screen melting the film and erasing
the concrete visuals of fond childhood memories.
Regarding Beach, the black hair spirals or external influences act as retrieval cues
for my memory.  The myriad shapes of the hairs evoke childhood memories of etch-a-
sketch contests with my brother, who, as an artist was always more creative than I with
his compositions.  And the four ghostlike figures in the foreground bring to mind certain
family photographs depicting myself posed with various childhood friends whose names
I can no longer remember.  Finally, the trees in the background remind me of yearly
summer drives out to the beach with my family and the palm tree lined streets that
signaled our approaching arrival.  My personal engagement with these photographs not
only illuminates the central role of memory within this experience but also demonstrates
how the photographs communicate with their audience on a highly personal level.
DeSouza’s blurry photographs also signal a related element: the Unheimlich or uncanny,
a point to which I shall return in a moment, but first I want to discuss the central role
memory played in the creation of this series.
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DeSouza discussed memory’s central role in The Lost Pictures at length in a 2004
interview with Humberto Ramirez, indicating both its thematic and creative function
within the project.  He explained how the illness and subsequent death of his mother
profoundly influenced the project, and he also recounted the chain of events leading to
his mother’s death.  The artist stressed that in The Lost Pictures he was primarily
concerned with the “process” of memory rather than the actual object of memory.33   In
the interview, he recounts the final days he spent with his mother while she lay in the
hospital, nearly blind and helpless.  He also explained how he attempted to keep his
mother focused and alert by reminiscing about the past including their home in Kenya
and its environs, describing the content of his Kenyan photographs to her in the hopes
that the descriptions might stimulate her memory.  During their conversations however
she often told him that the “fog” was coming back, which the artist interpreted as a
symptom that obscured her “inner vision:” her memory.34  To thoroughly comprehend
deSouza’s mothers’ distorted memories and the related “fog” she experienced while
attempting to remember her past, it is helpful to think about the physiological process of
memory retrieval.
In Searching for Memory (1996) Daniel L. Schacter observes that the brain
engages in an act of construction during the retrieval process wherein a particular
memory represents the amalgamation of numerous memory fragments coming together
                                                 
33 For the complete internet interview with the artist taped at Vermont College in the summer of 2004,
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from various regions of the brain.35   Yet, this construction depends on certain retrieval
cues that trigger the memory fragments.  If the necessary cues are not recognized certain
memories remain dormant, lost to consciousness and inaccessible: the condition that most
of us recognize as forgetting.36    Returning to deSouza’s mother, then, as the artist
explains, because she could not see the objects and people depicted in the photographs,
which would have triggered her memory, she drifted in and out of a fog, which prevented
her from accessing her past.  What is particularly fascinating however as regards the
photographs from The Lost Pictures series is that the ghostly fragments that haunt the
images along with the debris absorbed by the photographs combine to create a fascinating
visual manifestation of the actual “process” of memory retrieval while at the same time
signaling the unreliable nature of this process.
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CHAPTER 4
THE UNHEIMLICH
The uncanny is the representation of a mental state of projection that elides the
boundaries of the real and unreal in order to provoke a disturbing ambiguity, a
slippage between waking and dreaming37
To illuminate the connection between deSouza’s photographs and the unheimlich
it is first necessary to consider the definition of the word and its etymology.  To define
unheimlich one must begin with its German root heim, which indicates home and the
hearth.38   By extension the word Heimlich or canny is defined as familiar and agreeable
like the warmth of the home.  On the other hand, unheimlich denotes the unfamiliar and
the strange.  However, according to Freud, heimlich has a second meaning or definition
that precisely corresponds to that of unheimlich due to its root heim, or relation to the
home. 39 Thus, the two terms are not opposites but rather one in the same.  In short, what
is familiar is at once simultaneously unfamiliar.  Several commentators have noted the
expediency of this term and it has been applied to a wide range of subjects including art,
architecture and literature.  As Anthony Vidler observes, the etymology of the word
unheimlich and its link to the domestic opens up myriad interpretations including those
between the psyche and the dwelling, the body and the house and the individual and the
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city.40   And Vidler likewise notes that Freud further complicates the notion of the
unheimlich by linking it to both the death drive and a longing for the womb.41
I suggest that the ambiguous quality of the unheimlich haunts the photographs
from The Lost Pictures series.  Simply put, the photographs are simultaneously
mysterious and strangely familiar.  More than this, the experience of deSouza’s
photographs is unheimlich because as Vidler has eloquently noted in the epigraph with
which I began this chapter, the unheimlich dissolves the boundaries between the real and
the unreal resulting in an ambiguity that signals a “slippage” between waking and
dreaming, and I have already indicated above how this circumstance is manifested in the
experience of deSouza’s photographs.   
Having established the definition of the unheimlich I would like to explain how
the body experiences this phenomenon and I turn to one of the most cited examples of the
unheimlich as put forth by Sigmund Freud in the essay Das Unheimliche (1919).  Freud
opens the essay by elucidating the terms’ ambiguous relationship to its opposite heimlich
and these remarks are followed by a long, meticulous discussion of the occurrence of the
unheimlich within various literary examples such as E.T.A. Hoffmann’s The Sandman.
In the second half of the essay Freud describes his personal experience of the unheimlich
and prefaces his remarks by noting one of its major characteristics:  the constant
reoccurrence of the same thing. 42   As the story goes one afternoon while walking
through the deserted streets of a small town in Italy Freud happened upon a particular
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street in which nothing but painted women were to be seen in the windows of the small
houses.  He quickly left the area only to end up back in the same spot minutes later.
Attempting to make his way out of the area a third time he instead landed back on the
same street.  Returning to the same street for a third time triggered an uncanny feeling
within him.43   Something had repeatedly led Freud back to the women: back home.
Towards the end of the essay Freud notes additional instances of the unheimlich as
experienced by a number of his patients and concludes his discussion by asserting that:
in psychoanalysis (neurotic) men often describe the female genitals as unheimlich.  He
continues:
This unheimlich place, however, is the entrance to the former Heim (home) of all
human beings,…the place where each one of us lived once….and in the beginning.
There is a joking saying that “Love is a home-sickness;” and whenever a man
dreams of a place or a country and says to himself, while he is still dreaming: “this
place is familiar to me, I’ve been here before,” we may interpret the place as being
his mother’s genitals or her body.  In this case too, then, the unheimlich is what
was once heimisch, familiar; the prefix “un”[un-] is the token of repression. 44
As Freud observes, this particular instance of the unheimlich as experienced by his male
patients:  furnishes a beautiful confirmation of our theory of the uncanny.45   This brief
outline of Freud’s own experience of the unheimlich coupled with those of his patients
illuminates the ambiguity of the term and also illustrates how this phenomenon is
profoundly experienced by the body.  Freud’s example likewise reinforces the notion of
home as articulated by Gaston Bachelard and Roland Barthes in that all three experiences
involve the image of the house as a conduit for the unconscious memory of the Mother,
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which by extension produces a longing within the body.  Freud’s example likewise
indicates how the definition of the unheimlich reveals its relationship to the notion of
home and longing and thus a discussion of one of these elements must involve the other
two.  In a moment I shall discuss these three elements in further detail and explicate how
they operate together in the photographs from The Lost Pictures series but first I want to
expand upon my discussion of “home.”
The Link Between The Unheimlich, La Maison Natale, The Landscapes of Roland
Barthes and The Lost Pictures
What is home?    According to the Oxford English Dictionary home is defined as
a “physical” place: the place of one's dwelling or nurturing, with the conditions,
circumstances, and feelings which naturally and properly attach to it, and are associated
with it.46    Yet, when one recalls one’s childhood home for instance, it is reconstructed
from memories not brick or boards.  In this sense, home is not a physical place but rather
a collection of memory fragments, for in remembering some details are retained while
others are omitted.  Nevertheless, several commentators have addressed the notion of
home utilizing the image of the house as a metaphor for the past and also for the Mother.
I have already mentioned David Lowenthal’s use of this metaphor when he observes that
the past is comfortable and safe like a welcoming old home, he asserts: we are at home in
the past because the past is our home – the past is where we come from. 47  And in The
Poetics of Space (1958) Gaston Bachelard employs the space of the house including the
cellar and the attic to demonstrate how physical shelters shape our thoughts, memories
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and dreams.  In the chapter “House and Universe” he notes the link between the house
and the Mother citing the quote by Milosz with which I began this essay whereby the
image of the house and the mother are interchangeable; both capable of signaling
precious memories of childhood.48
Bachelard had indicated the relationship between the house and the mother in an
earlier work La Terre et les Rêveries du Repos (1948) wherein he explored the ways in
which dreams of rest, intimacy, interiority and involution indicate  “countermateriality”
or what he called the material imagination.49   Observing that images such as the house
signal within the unconscious a longing for the return to la maison natale, the maternal
home, he asserted: This house is far away, it is lost, we inhabit it no more; we are, alas,
certain of inhabiting it never again.50   However, Bachelard’s house was not simply a
distant memory but rather signaled a nostalgic past, a time of utopic happiness.  In short,
the time before language when mother and child were one.
Years later, in Camera Lucida (1981), Roland Barthes presented his own
elucidation of the notion of la maison natale.  In the chapter “To Waken Desire” Barthes
considers Charles Clifford’s photograph The Alhambra from 1854 (fig.9).  For Barthes,
the old Mediterranean style house depicted within the photograph is habitable and
invokes feelings of having been there or of going there.  Of the old house he comments:
This desire affects me at a depth and according to roots which I do not know.51   This
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desire or longing is bound up with the desire for a return to the mother, in short, the house
signals a time long since past when mother and child were one, a time before language.
The three examples of the house metaphor described above express the inherent
connection between the ultimate home, la maison natale and the notion of longing.  In
addition, these examples illustrate the significant role of nostalgia to this phenomenon
and also the link between the unheimlich, home and loss.
While a thorough discussion of nostalgia is beyond the scope of this essay it is
nonetheless important to acknowledge its significance within the context of the present
discussion.   In The Future of Nostalgia Svetlana Boym illuminates the persistence of this
phenomenon within western culture and argues that nostalgia, or the mourning of
displacement and temporal irreversibility is at the core of the modern condition.52   The
word nostalgia derives from nostos meaning the return home, and algia meaning longing.
It is thus a longing for a home that no longer exists or which one has left behind: it is a
sentiment of loss, and a construction of fantasy around that loss.53   And Nostalgia is also
concerned with the repetition of the unrepeatable,54 and this circumstance is thoroughly
evident in deSouza’s photographs.  For instance, in Lechko, fragments of the original
image peek through the detritus that covers the surface of the photograph in an attempt to
re-introduce or repeat the past however these same shifting fragments create ambiguity
within the “newly” constructed image.  While the past does not vanish completely, the
images instead illustrate an amalgamation of past and present thereby signaling a longing
for an unrepeatable past, one that indicates a longing for the ultimate heim: la maison
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natale.  The photographs from The Lost Pictures series, which signal a repetition of the
physical process of their creation, may therefore be interpreted as an obsession, through
physical means, with re-capturing of the past and an attempt to locate home if only for a
fleeting moment within the ephemeral fragments of the photographs.  And here I want to
make one final point as regards the notion of home, memory and nostalgia.   
In the catalogue for The Lost Pictures deSouza discusses the details surrounding
his attempt to locate his childhood home in Kenya.  He explains that while he was unable
to find his home his memories of it, after having returned to Kenya, were stronger than
ever (even if such memories were mere fabrications of his imagination).  He further
indicates that the experience of not finding the physical home of his childhood combined
with his memories of that home made him realize that: memories don’t require a
geographical return to their place of formation……..Memories feed off distance.  He
continues: those memories returned in such bodily form precisely because of my long
separation from them. 55    DeSouza’s thoughts concerning the nature of memory
(remembering) (and I would add its lining, forgetting) and the notion of home
underscores my own argument as regards the photographs from The Lost Pictures series.
In other words, the photographs do not suggest a longing for a return to his homeland
Kenya but rather the home that deSouza seeks is one beyond the physical or the
geographical:  it is the maternal home, a place now accessible only through the detritus of
his own body.
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CHAPTER 5
GLADE AND BLOSSOM: THE ABJECT, DESIRE AND THE MOTHER
What I have attempted to do in some of my work is encounter each photographed
or constructed site through the multiple consciousness of being in the wrong
place.  Dislocation and its counter-positioning. Perhaps, without realizing it, I
have put myself in my mother’s place.56
I previously stated that through the abject portions of his own body deSouza
attempts to re-connect with the Mother and I shall illuminate this point by turning to a
comparison between Glade and Blossom.  In chapter two I described Glade as depicting a
young deSouza posed in front of lush pink blossoms that occupy nearly the entire space
of the background.  And I would add that the young man’s pensive expression is matched
only by the stiff posture of his body (fig. 5).  Blossom is also a 40”x 60” C-print yet it is a
contemporary photograph of the artist and is curiously devoid of the detritus that
obscures most of the other images in the series (fig.10).  Moreover, it is important to
point out that Blossom contains similar visual elements to that of Glade such as the
flowers and trees in the background yet here the artist has shifted the composition to a
horizontal format.  Whereas in Glade the young man’s expression is pensive and exudes
a sense of insecurity, in Blossom, the artist’s sturdy presence conveys a distinct air of
confidence.  Further distinctions between the two deSouza’s may also be observed such
as the clothing of the figures, which in the case of Glade clearly reflects a masculine
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quality evidenced in the trousers and checkered print shirt.  However, in Blossom the
artist’s attire suggests the feminine as indicated by the elegant, pale full-length
vestment/coat and also the details of the artist’s earrings and rouge colored lips.  Here it
must be mentioned that the blurring of gender categories in Blossom is not an anomaly in
deSouza’s oeuvre but rather is a central feature in much of his work.  For instance, in the
photographic series Dick and Jane (1997) deSouza challenges viewers to set aside
conventions regarding sexual difference.  In Dick, the perplexing view is confounded by
the photograph itself.  In the horizontal position the object depicted appears to be a
sensual masculine mouth surrounded by a thick black mustache and with glistening lips
parted just enough to reveal a hint of shiny white teeth peeking through; however turned
in the vertical position, the male mouth is transformed into a female vulva complete with
thick, black genital hair.  Thus here, as in Blossom, deSouza unmasks the categories of
sexual difference and instead presents an image beset with ambiguity and uncertainty as
the individual depicted in Blossom may be identified as male or female, depending on
one’s interpretation, just as the mouth in the Dick photograph may be interpreted as either
male or female.  The point is that in each instance deSouza aims to demonstrate the fickle
nature of sexual categories by blurring the lines between gender categories and calling
into question the distinct social categories of male and female.  By blurring the lines
between male and female he likewise exposes the possibilities that exist beyond accepted
social categories that traditionally separate and position individuals as Other.
More importantly, however, I contend that it is possible to interpret Blossom as
the visual manifestation of the artist’s coming to terms with the longing for the Mother.
In other words, this photograph, although clear of the detritus that obscures the other
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images in the series, re-connects the artist with the Mother.  Here, the “fog” that I spoke
of earlier is lifted and he becomes the Mother locating her within him.   To clarify this
point and reiterate the significance of the unheimlich I shall return to Freud’s experience
in Italy and the confrontation with the painted women.  As Jane Marie Todd notes in the
essay “The Veiled Woman in Freud’s Das Unheimliche” Freud’s frightening reaction to
the gaze of the painted women is bound up with the notion of castration but more
specifically it is related to the superstition of the evil eye and the idea of envy.  Briefly,
the woman’s gaze is threatening because of the man’s fear of castration; in the woman he
sees only a mutilated double and comprehends the female genitals exclusively in relation
to his own fear.57   The man cannot tolerate the woman’s looking at his genitals and this
is the connection to the evil eye.  It is therefore necessary for the woman to remain veiled
or even blinded as in E. T. A. Hoffman’s story The Sandman so that the man may avoid
the threat of castration, the threat of becoming a woman.  Following this line of thinking,
then, women are unheimlich because they reveal the reality of castration but also because
they represent a childhood wish: the boy’s wish to be like his mother, to become the
mother in order to be loved by the father.58   And it should be remembered that the
photographs from The Lost Pictures were created from original slides taken by his father.
In my view, deSouza’s decision to use his father’s photographs for a deeply personal
project involving his mother’s illness and subsequent death is revealing and directly
linked to the Freudian scenario I have suggested above.  With his mother gone, deSouza,
perhaps subconsciously, turned to his father’s images and his only surviving parent.
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Blossom is intriguing therefore because while it blurs gender distinctions, an act
that can provide a metaphoric means of understanding the experiences of a diasporic
subject, I interpret it as simultaneously signifying the unveiled body of the Mother.
Devoid of the abjected detritus that covers the surface of the other photographs in the
series, in Blossom deSouza may be said to  “blossom “ into the Mother.  I have already
indicated that the viewers’ reaction to deSouza’s photographs concern the unheimlich, the
feeling within the individual that something is  “not quite right” and also the related
longing for the Mother involved within this experience.  Next, I would like to relate how
these issues are linked to Kristeva’s notion of the Abject.
In the essay “Oates’s Stories of Romantic Love and Kristeva’s Abject” Rosemary
Franklin cogently outlines the origins of the abject.  Briefly, the Semiotic stage of
development, Kristeva’s term for the period before language when the infant is still one
with the mother, signals a blissful state that echoes the womb.59   With the introduction of
language the infant passes into the Symbolic stage.  As the child grows a “lack’ (as Lacan
refers to it) will remain with the child creating a desire that can never be fulfilled,60 a
desire indicated by a constant longing such as that described by Barthes as regards the
Clifford photograph.  As to Kristeva’s stages, the transformation into the Symbolic
signals the abject as the child ‘casts out” the maternal in order to locate its individuality.
However, in many instances this break with the maternal is incomplete and the desire for
the mother, the longing for a state of oneness lingers in the unconscious and is often
                                                 
59 Rosemary Franklin, “Oates’s Stories of Romantic Love and Kristeva’s Abject,” South Atlantic Review 63
(1998): 29.
60 Franklin, “Oates’s Stories of Romantic Love and Kristeva’s Abject,” 29.
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indicated as a strange desire similar to the unheimlich experiences described by both
Freud and Barthes.
Concerning the abjected portions of the body such as blood and other bodily
fluids, such as are present in photographs from The Lost Pictures, Victor Burgin observes
that according to Kristeva the woman’s body, particularly her blood, reminds the male of
his own mortality thus he feels the need to be rid of it.61   By eliminating the reminder of
woman the man abolishes what he simultaneously fears and desires:  the uncanny nature
of the woman.62   Abjection, then, like the uncanny reminds the individual of his fate,
which is twofold: it signals both his future death and recalls the blissful early period
when the infant and mother were one void of absence or the pain of differentiation.63
Returning to the photographs from The Lost Pictures, specifically Lechko and Beach, I
propose that the abject traces of the artist’s body, such as blood and hair, signal the
blissful state of oneness with the mother rather than an attempt to locate a separate
individuality distinct from the mother.  Moreover, the detritus that covers the surface of
the photographs may be interpreted as signaling the longing and desire for this blissful
past.  Put another way, the detritus of the artist’s body that “creates” the new images
provides the physical evidence of the unconscious memory that links mother and child.
The photograph of Blossom on the other hand may be interpreted as a moment of clarity
or “becoming” within the fog of this attempted re-connection.
                                                 
61 For Burgin’s discussion of Kristeva, see Victor Burgin, In/Different Spaces: Place and Memory in Visual
Culture, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 52-55.
62 Burgin, In/Different Spaces, 55.
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CHAPTER 6
FINAL THOUGHTS
In The Lost Pictures, the viewer sees (for) the artist.  He is both the object and the
manipulator of our vision.  Ultimately, the power of these images comes from the
communal nature of this struggle  with and against memory.  It is the medium that
both separates and connects the artist with his mother, with his past, and with his
audience.64
I shall end with a brief discussion of two intriguing essays that consider the
subjects of memory, forgetting and home, elements central to deSouza’s project.  The
first is Freud’s brief essay from 1924  “A Note Upon the Mystic Writing Pad,” and the
second is “Imaginary Homelands” by Salman Rushdie.  In his essay, Freud elaborates
upon the familiar metaphor of the “wax tablet” by examining the two forms of written
memory: paper and ink, which implies a long -lasting memory- trace, and a slate and
chalk, or wax tablet in ancient times, which implies a “temporary” memory-trace, and
one that can be easily altered and revised.  Freud explores these two forms by relating
them to the magical, recent invention of the Wunderblock.  And as Harald Weinrich
eloquently points out in his discussion of Freud’s essay, the paper and ink form is
conventionally associated with enduring “memory” while the temporary wax tablet form
has more in common with forgetting.65   However, as Weinrich observes, in the
                                                 
64 Eve Oishi, “Painting with an Eraser,” in Deepak Talwar.  Allan deSouza: The Lost Pictures, (New York:
Talwar Gallery, 2004), 10.
65 Harald Weinrich, Lethe: The Art and Critique of Forgetting, (Ithaca NY: Cornell University Press, 2004),
133.
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Wunderblock, a novel invention in Freud’s day and similar to today’s etch-a-sketch toy,
Freud discovers a device that combines both memory forms.  Briefly, the Wunderblock   
was a small toy consisting of a slab of wax covered with a sheet of transparent paper and
a sheet of celluloid.  The device, which was written upon with a stylus, and erased by
lifting the two covering sheets, retained a trace of the writing on the wax slab below thus
Freud recognized the devise as representing both forms of memory because a trace of the
past remained on the surface blending with the new.  Freud identified the enduring
portion of this mystic writing pad as analogous to the unconscious.66  I mention Freud’s
essay here because of the obvious parallels between the Wunderblock and the
photographs from The Lost Pictures as deSouza’s photographs may likewise be
interpreted as mystic writing pads that retain a trace of the old, the past, while at the same
time absorbing the new, and blurring the line between remembering and forgetting, real
and imaginary, conscious and unconscious.
Regarding Rushdie’s essay, “Imaginary Homelands” opens with the author’s
description of a black and white photograph of a house that hangs in the room in which
he writes.  Rushdie reveals that the house in the photograph is his childhood home in
Bombay, India.67   He continues: ‘The past is a foreign country,’ goes the famous opening
sentence of L.P. Hartley’s novel The Go- Between, ‘they do things differently there.’ But
the photograph tells me to invert this idea; it reminds me that it’s my present that is
foreign, and that the past is home, albeit a lost home in a lost city in the mists of lost
                                                 
66 Weinrich, Lethe: The Art and Critique of Forgetting, 133.
67 He describes the photograph  as: …a picture dating from 1946 of a house into which, at the time of its
taking, I had not yet been born.  The house is rather peculiar- a three-storeyed gabled affair with tiled
roofs and round towers in two corners, each wearing a pointy tiled hat.  I suggest that the use of the word
peculiar here may indicate the author’s sense of unheimlich (uncanny) towards this house: his house.
Salman Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands, (New York: Viking, 1991) 9.
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time.68   For Rushdie, as for deSouza, the past, that is home, is lost to time, memory
(remembering) and forgetting.  Rushdie goes on to describe a return visit to his “lost
city,” Bombay, and conveys what he felt and experienced upon seeing his childhood
home once again. He observes that standing in front of the old house his memories
returned in rich “Cinemascope,” emancipated from the old black and white photographs
of the house that until then were the only source of his childhood memories.  What is
most revealing about Rushdie’s account of his return home and the faded memories that
returned upon visiting places he had once known intimately is that he acknowledges that
the images that have returned to him are not involuntary memories in the Proustian sense
whereby a certain smell or touch facilitates the return of an authentic and precise memory
fragment just as it happens and undistorted by time and forgetting; rather, Rushdie
concedes that what he remembers of the past is largely fictitious and imaginary.69
Moreover, he explains that while back in London working on Midnight’s Children, a
book largely inspired by his trip back to Bombay, what he was writing was a novel of
memory and about memory.70   Indeed in the novel the protagonist Saleem possesses a
flawed memory and as Rushdie indicates fragmentary memory combined with present
experience make for a more dynamic and profound situation, or novel in the case of
Midnight’s Children.
                                                 
68 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands, 9.
69 He writes: It may be that writers in my position,…exiles or emigrants…,are haunted by some sense of
loss, some urge…to look back…But if we do look back, we must do so in the knowledge…that our physical
alienation from India almost inevitably means that we will not be capable of reclaiming precisely the thing
that was lost…we will in short, create fictions,…imaginary homelands. Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands, 10.
70 Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands, 10.
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I would like to examine one last point as regards Rushdie’s essay.  On the topic of
writing as an émigré he asserts that:  the author who is out-of-country and even out-of-
language may experience this loss in intensified form.  It is made more concrete for him
by the physical fact of discontinuity, of his present being in a different place from his
past, of his being ‘elsewhere.’71   The loss to which Rushdie refers is that of home, in his
case the lost city of Bombay. And the sense of discontinuity that he feels, the idea that the
present is indeed foreign, is significant.  However, I am particularly intrigued by the word
“elsewhere” here as it brings to mind how deSouza described his own return home to
Kenya and the subsequent feelings and memories he experienced as a result of this return.
In an essay written for the companion catalogue to The Lost Pictures series
deSouza recounts what his body felt upon returning home to Kenya.  He observes: …I’m
not quite sure where, or more accurately, when I am.72    Re-experiencing the environs of
Nairobi after many years of absence he explains how his body was being reshaped by his
surroundings: a dis- and re-memberment of the flesh as he puts it.73  What he experiences
in short is indescribable as his body only partially recognizes what he was experiencing.
Ultimately, the only way in which he can describe what his body felt in this place was a
space in between the past and present: a space outside of time74 and thus one caught
between the realm of the real and the unreal: a place elsewhere.  The point I wish to make
therefore is this; like Rushdie’s work, The Lost Pictures too may be interpreted as a novel
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72 Allan deSouza, “Recovering Vision,” 15.
73 Allan deSouza, “Recovering Vision,” 15.
74 Allan deSouza, “Recovering Vision,” 15.
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of memory and about memory because as I have explained in this essay the photographs
bring together the past and the present, remembering and forgetting, and also the real and
the imaged in a way that renders the photographs mysterious and in constant
construction.  Furthermore, deSouza’s photographs (and Rushdie’s approach to writing)
demonstrate that the limitations of memory do not necessarily signal a negative
circumstance but rather illustrate how memory fragments may indeed serve a
constructive and enlightening purpose.
In this essay I have endeavored to demonstrate how the photographs from The
Lost Pictures invite viewers to impart fragments of their own narratives into their
interpretation of the images.  In deSouza’s photographs life and death, past and present,
waking and dreaming, memory and forgetting all conflate to create an experience that
transports the viewer to a domain  “out of time” one that is both warm and inviting and at
the same time strange and uncomfortable.  Finally, with their shifting and changing
fragments the photographs beg a significant philosophical question: Where and when are
we?   While it may be difficult to answer such a question, deSouza’s photographs
represent a means by which one may explore this complex question.
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